Friday 6 November

12h00-16h00: Registration at the Amsterdam School of Economics (E-hal, Roetersstraat 11)

17h00-17h15: Welcome by EAEPE and local organizers
17h15-18h00: Keynote lecture by Prof. Noreena Hertz
18h00-19h00: Welcome reception
19h00-20h30: EAEPE Membership meeting

Location:
Aula of the University of Amsterdam,
Oude Lutherse Kerk, Singel 411

Saturday 7 November

08h45-10h45: parallel sessions:

Research area A
Chair: Ana Santos
Hansen: The Stern review and its critics: Putting economics at work in an interdisciplinary setting
Engelen: My way or the highway: Why economists should stop isolating themselves from other social scientists
Wells: What kind of economics is Amartya Sen’s capability approach and where is it going?

Research area C
Chair: Paolo Ramazzotti
Stam: Designing institutions for dynamic efficiency
Jacquinet & Scieur: The problem of order and economic regulation: contributions from historical and economic sociology
Ennuste: Towards synthetic design of implementing socio-economic communication mechanisms and public information structures

Research area D
Chair: Jackie Krafft & Andreas Pyka
Battisti & Rodrigues: Innovation in networks: A Brazilian study of companies in the sector of vehicle security
Graf: Inventor networks in emerging key technologies: information technology vs semiconductors
Vittucci, Franco & Montresor: On indirect foreign R&D spillovers: the role of domestic and international trade networks

Research area D
Chair: Jackie Krafft & Andreas Pyka
Tylecote: How technology and inequality undermined aggregate demand in the world economy
Revest & Sapiio: Financing technology-based small firms in Europe: what do we know?
Gorgoni: Choosing and being chosen. What drives firms’ selection of partners in knowledge networks? Insights from the Chilean agro-food sector
Sallusti & Addessi: Heterogeneity and specificity of knowledge: a model of governance choice

Research area F: Environmental innovation
Chair: Vanessa Oltra
Bodas Freitas, Dantas & Izuka: Are the BRICs making the transition towards clean energy systems?
Kubeckko & Weber: Complex innovation systems for eco-innovation

Research area I
Chair: Bernard Chavance
Lissowska & Szulfer: Institutional and structural conditions of the current situation of the banking system in Poland – assessment of its robustness and proposed solutions
Höhenberger: Structural change and convergence: an empirical analysis of production structures in Central and Eastern Europe
Manig & Moneta: More or better? Quality versus quantity in Russian food consumption
Vincensini: How deep is the economic crisis in Central Europe?
Research area J
Room: E0.09
Chair:
De Jong & Semenov: Cross-country differences in stock market development: a cultural view
Herrmann-Pillath: A Darwinian theory of money
Papadopoulos: Money in the new technological paradigm

Research area V
Room: E0.20
Chair: Jack Vromen
Stoelhorst & Richerson: Naturalistic organization theory
Knottenbauer: What remains of Darwin? Recent developments in evolutionary biology and relevance for economics
Lazaric: Routines, incentives and motivation
Luksha & Maevsky: Hierarchically structured consumer behaviour in evolutionary economics

10h45-11h00: Break

11h00-13h00: parallel sessions:
Research area A
Room: E0.03
Chair: Uskali Mäki
Boland: Models vs. theories: a generation gap
Martinez: Good predictions and bad policies
Boldyreff: Ontology of economics: an interpretive perspective
Muramatsu & Fonseca: Freedom of choice in a boundedly rational world: Critical remarks about behavioral economists’ debate over light paternalism

Research area D
Room: E0.15
Chair: Jackie Krafft & Andreas Pyka
Hözl, Grieser & Reinstaller: The impact of productivity and demand shocks on structural dynamics: evidence from OECD countries 1979-2004
Michaelides, Papageorgiou, Stamos & Milios: Technological change and business cycles in Europe (1960-2008)
Saviotti & Pyka: Innovation, demand and growth

Room: E0.20
Chairs: Mike Dietrich & Erik Stam
Garnsey & Best: New applications of Penrose 1959
Hodgson: Penrose 1959 and evolutionary theories of economic change
Nooteboom: Limitations of Penrose 1959

Research area F: Environmental innovation
Room: E0.08
Chair: Klaus Kubeczko & Maurizio Franzini
Avadikyan: The hybrid vehicle as a transitional investment strategy towards a more sustainable transport system
Belin, Horbach & Otra: Determinants and specificities of eco-innovations: an econometric analysis for France and Germany based on the Community Innovation Survey
Frenken: A branching-and-recombination model of innovation with positive network externalities: implications for transition management

Research area G - Special session: Assessing heterodox economics
Room: E0.14
Chair: Eelke de Jong. Discussant: Wolfram Elsner
Ziomek: Institutionalism in Polish science after 1989: diagnosis and recommendations
Corsi, D’ippoliti & Lucidi: On the evaluation of economic research: the case of Italy
Lee: The relative contribution of heterodox economic journals to building heterodox economics and to pluralism in economics
Cronin: The significance of difference: evaluating heterodox economic research beyond raw citation counts

Research area I
Room: E0.04
Chair: Caroline Vincensini
Bialynicka-Birula: Public governance vs health care systems: multidimensional comparisons of health care financing systems
Rinaldi: Firms’ capabilities related to the economic system: cases from Ukraine and Russia
Rodet-Kroichvill: A comparative study of evolution of Central European countries labour markets
Matos: Welfare state evolution in Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland: towards a new paradigm?
Research area M
Room: E0.10
Chair: Wilfred Dolfsma
Auliero & Vinci: Government regulation of religion and investments in human and physical capital: religion versus secularism
Van der Eijk & Dolfsma: Knowledge transfer in R&D labs: what role for ‘distance’?
Bialynicka-Birula: Cultural policy on the art market in Poland
Margarian: Farmers’ conservative behaviour and adapted strategies: economic foundation and implications for structural change

Research area N
Room: E0.09
Chair: Pasquale Tridico
De Muro & Vicari: Human development and economic democracy: which contributions of co-operatives in the current global crisis
Tridico: Human capital and capabilities as leading variables for development: a comparative analysis among emerging and transition economies
Wells: Beyond engineering: the constitutive role of institutions in the capability approach
Liagouras: Envy, happiness and socialism: from Marx to Durkheim and from Durkheim to us

Conference Theme - Institutional solutions for economic recovery
Room: E0.07
Chair: Laurence Shute
Konzelmann, Wilkinson & Fovargue-Davies: Corporate governance and the instability of unregulated financial markets
Gomez: Mastering the crisis: sustaining governance in the Argentine complementary currency systems
Fine: Locating, relocating and dislocating institutions: from grand theory to South African realities

13h00-14h30: Lunch in the Agora

14h30-16h30: parallel sessions:
Research area A
Room: E0.03
Chair: Bart Engelen
Maki: One size does not fit all: scientific realism and disciplinary diversity
Hirsch: Interdisciplinarity in the social sciences: the case of Williamson’s transaction cost economics
Aydinonat: Interdisciplinary perspectives on the origin of money
Stanek: Plurality of theories and its realist interpretation: the case of money

Research area C - Special Session - Social Costs of Contemporary Crises
Room: E0.10
Chair: Wolfram Elsner  Discussant: Paolo Ramazzotti
Shute: Overhead costs and social costs in a capitalist economy
Bromley: The theory of social costs: explaining the crisis of Anglo-American capitalism
Frigato & Santos-Arteaga: ‘Old’ institutionalism and the evolutionary theory of the firm: beyond a neglected and misleading incompatibility

Research area D
Room: E0.15
Chair: Jackie Krafft & Andreas Pyka
Heinrich & De Blasi: Lock-in and the way-out: unsuitable standards in the software sector
Luksha: Niche construction strategies for sponsored technological standards: case of Java reconsidered

Research area E
Room: E0.04
Chair: Erik Stam
Amaral & Yrundez-Billon: Make or buy urban public transport services: a rational choice?
Boulu: Cooperation and the boundaries of the firm: theory and evidence from an experimental study with employees
Lagos & Dietrich: Internationalisation and globalisation in manufacturing and banking in Europe, USA and Japan
Sallusti: Criminal firms and the organization of the illegal drugs value chain

Research area G - Panel session-Understanding the persistence of inequality
Room: E0.20
Chairs: Pascal Petit
Stein: World Bank policies and income inequality in Sub-Saharan Africa
Petit: Regimes of growth and inequalities: a comparative and institutionalist perspective
Franzini & Pianta: Mechanisms of inequality
Research area O
Room: E0.09
Chair: Andrew Tylecote
Rosenfeld: Shrinking population and local government reforms in East Germany: how efficient are more centralized solutions?
Oughton & Whittam: Understanding industrial districts: sources of efficiency and competitive advantage

Conference theme - Institutional solutions for economic recovery
Room: E0.07
Chair: Suzanne Konzelmann
Potts: Surplus capital: the ultimate cause of the crisis?
Marmefelt: Emergent money and economic cycles
Lysandrou: The link between global inequality and the global financial crisis: a two-commodity space perspective
Major: Full information sharing across banks and the current financial crisis

PhD session
Room: E0.08
Chair: Geoff Hodgson
Hodgson: On politico-economic fitness
Gambardella: Some links between open movie and open source software
Melmies: Post-Keynesian price theory, imperfect competition and the institutionalist connection

16h30-16h45: Break

16h45-18h45: parallel sessions:

Research area A
Room: E0.03
Chair: Thomas Wells
Daemen: The cash value of performativity in finance
Sappinen: Economics imperialism writ large - the reflexive impact of neo-institutional and organizational economics
Santos: Choice architecture and design economics: theoretical implications
Su: John Stuart Mill on Political Economy as a Moral Science and Some Thoughts on the Modern Distinction between Positive and Normative Economics

Research area C – Special Session - Aligning institutions with technologies: critical transactions in NGI
Room: E0.04
Chair: John Groenewegen
Groenewegen, Ménard & Künneke: Exploring the coherence between institutions and technology in the reform of infrastructures
Scholten: Towards a framework for aligning institutions to technologies in times of technical change
Finger & Künneke: Coherence between technology and institutions: theoretical foundations
Peeroo: Regulatory design in the water sector: technological or institutional constraint

Research area D
Room: E0.15
Chair: Jackie Krafft & Andreas Pyka
Fuchs: Coordination in market economies: from niche to mass production in renewable energies: the case of Germany
Gorgoni & Pietrobelli: The contribution of horizontal and vertical linkages to firms’ innovation: evidence from the agri-business
Miozzo: Economies of skill scope: competitive advantage in large creative knowledge-intensive business services firms
Galliano & Orozco: Organisational changes and technology adoption: the case of electronic traceability in the French agri-food sector

Research area F: Climate change
Room: E0.08
Chair: Klaus Kubeczko & Maurizio Franzini
Tunc, Turut-Asik & Akbostanci: An environmental analysis of Turkish foreign trade by using pollution terms of trade index
Foxon: Can a green New Deal catalyse co-evolutionary change towards a more sustainable economic system?
Gupta & Mythili: Estimating environmental tax through estimating intangible benefits of improving water quality of Powai Lake in India: a contingent valuation approach
Research area G - Special session: Crisis seen from the south  Room: E0.20
Chair and discussant: Pascal Petit
Bresser Pereira: The global crisis and after a new capitalism
Chang: The 2008 world financial crisis and the double standards of the rich countries
Jetin: The crisis in Asia: rebalancing growth without income hikes

Research area K - Special session: Experimental economics and gender: recent insights  Room: E0.07
Discussant: Arthur Schram, chair: Jan-Willem Stoelhorst
Sent, Van Staveren & Vyrastekova: Gendered knowledge in public good games: do men know that women are more cooperative?
Kamas & Preston: Social preferences, competitiveness and compensation: are there gender differences?
Nekby, Skogman Thoursie & Vahtrik: Missing the mark? Gender differences in risk aversion and grades
Barr, Dekker & Fafchamps: Bridging the gender divide: an experimental analysis of group formation among women and men in 14 Zimbabwean villages

Research area X  Room: E0.09
Chair: Sidonia von Ledebur
Triulzi, Scholz & Pyka: R&D and knowledge dynamics in university-industry relationships in biotech and pharmaceuticals: an agent-based model
Ledebur: Do academic inventors have larger spatial co-operation networks than non-academic inventors?
Balconi, Palamara, Saviotti & Zucchella: The role of cognitive and of geographic distance in the networks of Italian biotechnology firms

Conference Theme - Institutional solutions for economic recovery  Room: E0.14
Chair: Abu Rizvi
Hodgson: The Great Crash of 2008 and the reform of economics
Van Griethuysen: A Veblenian, property-based, analysis of the financial crisis
Hughes: Banking and the change from confidence to trust
Jacquinet: From bubbles, financial and credit crises to regulation and back (over and over again): the problem of order, innovations and the legal nexus

20h00- Conference dinner at the church ‘De Duif’ (Prinsengracht 756)

Sunday 8 November

08h45-10h45: parallel sessions:

Research area A - Special session - Pluralism and heterodoxy in economics  Room: E0.03
Chair: Emrah Aydinonat  Discussants: Geoff Hodgson, Uskali Mäki & Dimitris Milonakis
Colander: Beyond the rhetoric of pluralism

Research area G  Room: E0.14
Chair: Yannick Lung
Loranger & Boismenu: Analysis of institutional changes by a macro-economic model for Canada
Kessler: Governing non-change: finance and the politics of risk
Oughton, Bachmann & Michie: Varieties of globalisation

Research area I - Special session: From post-transition economics to broader research perspectives  Room: E0.10
Chair: Maria Lissowska  Discussant: Caroline Vincensini
Chavance & Magnin: From system change to global crisis: trajectories of capitalist transformation in Central Europe Grusenjaja: The government learning as the determinant of economic growth: case of property rights reforms in Russia and in China.
Klien, Leibrecht & Onaran: Globalization and the structure of public spending in Western and Eastern EU member states.
Tridico: Trajectories of socio-economic models and development in transition economies after 20 years of the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Research area T
Chair: Esther-Mirjam Sent
Rizvi: The professionalization of business as a response to the economic crisis
Yefimov: Comparative historical institutional analysis of English, German and American economics
Nik Khah: Getting hooked on drugs: The Chicago school, the pharmaceutical project, and the construction of the modern medical marketplace
Maggioni, Gambarotto & Uberti: Mapping the evolution of “clusters”: a meta-analysis

Research area W - Special session - Contours of the new global mode of production
Chair: Hardy Hanappi
Franco: Exports and FDI motivations: empirical evidence from US foreign subsidiaries
Hanappi: Modelling global institutional networks
Filippetti & Archibugi: Is the crisis striking innovation? Evidence from Europe
Kraft, Quatraro, Saviotti: Structural change of knowledge base in knowledge intensive sectors: A social network analysis

Conference Theme - Institutional solutions for economic recovery
Chair: Thomas Marmefelt
Golumovic & Golumovic: Responding to the global financial crisis: the case of Serbia
Özveren & Özbek: Post-communist transition as fact and farce: one step back in institutional political economy to take two steps forward
Ramazzotti: Public policy and structural change in Italy

10h45-11h00: Break

11h00-13h00: parallel sessions:

Research area A
Chair: Jorma Sappinen
Alierta: Technical change and wages in a (evolutionary) general system
Gagliardi: Diversity in socio-economic systems: from unilinear to institutional views
Davis & McMaster: Situating care and dignity in health economics
Klarl: Modelling the folk theorem of spatial economics: a heterogeneous regional growth model

Research area C
Chair: Wolfram Elsner
Labrousse & Longuet: Cognitive processes and pharmaceutical markets regulations: Friedmanian and Austrian theories revisited
Costa & Caldas: Claiming choice for institutional economics
Elsner & Heinrich: The co-evolution of cooperation and meso-structures: a formal and simulation-based approach with an application to trust and performance
Wäckerle, Radax & Rengs: An agent-based approach to evolutionary institutional change

Research area D - Special session - Publications
Chair: Jackie Krafft
Lee - American Journal of Economics and Sociology
Pyka - Journal of Evolutionary Economics
Antonelli - Economics of innovation and New technology
Hodgson - Journal of Institutional Economics
Dolfsma - Review of Social Economy
Sutton – Routledge

Research area M
Chair: Marion Eeckhout
Orillard: Socio-cultural design and interactive governance
DeJong: Religious values and economic growth: a review and assessment of recent studies
El Karouni: Socioeconomic standing & destructive coordination: the case of the 2nd generation immigrants youngsters

Research area P - Special session-Micro and macro historical examples of innovation and institutions
Chair: Ioanna Pepelasis Minoglou & Francesca Polese
Pepelasis Minoglou & Tzavara: The business of money-making in Venice, 1800-1844
Polese: Fashioning modern markets: analysis of department store marketing of womenswear in 19th century Italy
Cantwell & Spadavecchia: Innovation, industrial competitiveness and British regions in the interwar period
Piluso: The rationale for different exchange rate policies: France and Italy after World War II
Research area V  
Chair: Jan-Willem Stoelhorst  
Lindemans: Interactors and selectors in economic evolution: beyond entrepreneurs and consumers  
Geisendorf: Specifying economic self-organization by general evolutionary principles  
Vromen: Is reciprocity-based human cooperation “ultimately” selfish or altruistic? A red herring

PhD session  
Room: E0.08  
Discussants: David Colander and Mike Dietrich  
Hoehenberger & Schmiedeberg: Measures of structural heterogeneity  
Bai: Formal institutions in a financial institutional change  
Rehm: Migration and remittances: an agent-based model

Session on the labour market  
Room: E0.07  
Chair: Pasquale Tridi  
Fleetwood: A socio economic explanation of labour supply  
Kim: Economic performance in three labour markets  
Behdad & Nomani: Women’s labour in the Islamic republic of Iran: losers and survivors (1975-2006)  
Levrero: Marx on absolute wages and relative wages

13h00-14h30: Lunch in the Agora

14h30-16h00: Closing session: Room for Discussion